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a b s t r a c t

This paper examines the development of secured residential enclaves in India, especially in Delhi. It
expounds the conditions of their emergence and success: although gated communities are a market
driven development boosted by economic liberalisation reforms, they are also embedded in indigenous
traditions of residential segregation and enclosure as well as colonial practices. The Non-Resident Indians
(NRI) have further played a significant role in the production of these new residential spaces. Significant
appeal factors are explored: desire for security, retreat from failing government and the polluted city,
search for exclusivity, elitism and social homogeneity. Tapping into the Indian diaspora market and the
middle-class’ aspirations for social status, promoters have projected their residential enclaves as a way of
“global living” in a healthy environment, reserved to a privileged cosmopolitan elite. Yet, gated com-
munities in Delhi are not a mere exogenous Western production; rather, they are spaces in-between the
global and the local. The findings are based on direct field observations in Delhi and a review of adver-
tisements by real estate developers in various media. The analysis pursues an Indo-Chinese comparative
perspectivewith reference to the research of Marie Sander (this issue) on gated communities in Shanghai.
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These slogans, drawn from two advertisements published in
1995 in the Delhi edition of leading newspapers to sell luxury
apartments in new condominiums on the outskirts of the Indian
capital, could not have been found in Chinese media even today e

especially the second one. Although the rise of secured residential
enclaves inspired by the North American model of gated commu-
nities is a market-led development common to both countries and
which was boosted by economic reforms, the production and
promotion of such type of high-standing residential complexes in
India bear some distinctive features. For instance, the overt un-
critical reference to the American lifestyle and its “spirit of liberty”
would be out of place in the Communist People’s Republic of China.
These advertisements also highlight a specific figure of the Indian

Malibu Condominiums. American-Style Luxury Apartments.1

Malibu Towne: Planned and developed by ex-NRI Californian.
American suburban ambience. Malibu Towne has been designed to include cul-de-sacs and extensively landscaped to create the ambience of a typical lush green American housing

development.2

Sagar Estate’s Riverdale e America e East of Delhi: Citizenship opens today.
Today we are laying the foundation of a New America, east of Delhi.
The all-America condominium style of life now comes to India. […]
Riverdale is planned and designed by the Canada-based architect, Ramesh Khosla. […]
Citizenship is open today to all who like to live in America. […] this condominium captures the spirit of liberty like no other.
Luxury and comfort, till now only seen west of the Atlantic. Now, east of Delhi.3
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E-mail address: veronique.dupont@ird.fr.
1 Italics for quotations indicate that those are drawn from publicity hypes by the

promoters of residential estates.
2 Advertisement by S. Sagar Suri Group, published in the Delhi edition of the

Times of India, 14 January 1995. See Fig. 1.
3 Advertisement by Malibu Estates Private Limited, published in The Pioneer,

Delhi, 24 December 1995.
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urban scene, the ‘NRI’, or Non-Resident Indian. These are, legally
speaking, Indian citizens living abroad (expatriate Indians)
although in common usage this category often includes people of
Indian origin who are citizens of other countries as well d NRIs
thus becomes a synonym for the Indian diaspora, estimated to be
over 25 million people.

In this paper, I shall examine from a comparative perspective the
development of secured residential enclaves in India, more spe-
cifically in the Delhi region, focussing on some selected issues
analysed by Marie Sander in this volume for gated communities in
Shanghai. I will first expound the conditions of emergence and
success of gated communities in India, with a discussion similar to
the development of this housing model in China: to which extent is
it a new imported Western concept, or the outcome of a historical
evolution rooted in indigenous social and cultural tradition? I will
then focus on the role of NRIs in the production of new residential
forms e the NRI category is certainly more relevant in the Indian

context than that of expatriates, which are the focus of Sander’s
study, in this Special Issue. Lastly, I will engage with a discussion on
the appeal of gated communities with a view to contribute to an
Indo-Chinese comparative perspective. Thus, with reference to
general debates in the context of North America, Europe as well as
emerging countries (Atkinson & Blandy, 2006; Cs�efalvay, 2011;
Cs�efalvay & Webster, 2012; Glasze, Webster, & Frantz, 2006), I
will explore in the case of Delhi the relevance of some main factors
identified or discussed by Sander (this volume) and other authors
in the Chinese context (Wu, 2005, 2010). These factors include
desire for security; retreat from failing government and from the
polluted city; search for exclusivity, elitism and social homogeneity.

The analyses on Delhi presented here are based on a combina-
tion of several sources: direct field observations in the Delhi region
spread over the years since 1993, including a systematic migration
survey conducted in DLF City in 1995 that covered a representative
sample of 164 households and was completed with in-depth

Fig. 1. The model of Malibu Towne.
Source: Newspaper advertisement in the Times of India, Delhi, 14 January 1995.
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